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Abstract. Establishing trust on certificates across multiple domains requires an
efficient certification path discovery algorithm. Previously, small exmaples are
used to analyze the performance of certification path discovery. In this work,
we propose and implement a simulation framework and a probability search tree
model for systematic performance evaluation. Built from measurement data col-
lected from current PKI systems in development and deployment overmore than
10 countries, our model is (to the best of our knowledge) the largest simulated
PKI architecture to-date.

1 Introduction

Public key infrastructure (PKI) is a powerful tool for protecting information. Current
development and deployment of PKI systems shows a trend toward an emerging global
PKI, where individual PKI domains by governments, institutions, and enterprise estab-
lish trust relationships via cross-certification technology. However, as a PKI becomes
more complicated, so does the work required for validating an individual certificate.
The first step iscertification path discovery: constructing a “chain of certificates” that
connects the certificate in question to a trust anchor. It is challenging to locate appro-
priate resources to establish a candidate path and to maximize its chance of being valid.

The global PKI spans many countries and consists of many domains, CAs, reposi-
tories, and users. PKI protocols need to be robust in such a complex network environ-
ment. By establishing trust relationships between domains, cross-certification confronts
us with a complex “certificate topology”. Moreover, users indifferent PKI domains may
display completely different behaviors that may impact theeffectiveness of PKI proto-
cols.

Previous analyses of certification path discovery focused mostly on using small
examples to understand algorithm options. In this study, weevaluate its performance in
the context of the emerging global PKI. The power ofsimulationallows us to model
such complex certificate topologies and to simulate realistic situations. It also enables us



to explore a wide range of algorithm options and different network environments, and
to examine the effect of user activities as well. We make the following contributions:

– We design and implement a PKI simulation framework for general-purpose PKI
performance study. This framework implements classical X.509 PKI services and
is flexible to allow new types of models and performance studies.

– We design and implement aPathBuildermodule for this framework. This module
uses novel probability search tree models to simulate a variety of algorithm behav-
iors for certification path discovery.

– We model a global PKI architecture using measurement data collected from current
PKI system deployment over more than 10 countries. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the largest simulated PKI architecture to-date.

– Using these tools, we evaluate performance of certificationpath discovery using a
range algorithm options. We show that the performance is sensitive to algorithm
options, PKI architectures, and user activities.

We hope to make our tools publicly available, as open source.
In the rest of this paper, Sect, 2 discusses the background ofPKI system and cer-

tification path discovery. Sect, 3 presents previous research. Sect, 4 discusses our sim-
ulation framework for general purpose PKI systems. Sect, 5 discusses details of our
work on modeling certification path discovery and performance analysis. Finally, we
conclude this work with discussions in Sect, 6 and 7.

2 PKI and Certification Path Discovery

PKI was first proposed [14] for securely distributing publickeys. It has now evolved
to architectures providing comprehensive services for public key certificates; these ser-
vices include storing and retrieving certificates, maintaining and updating certificate
status, and validating certificates. In a traditional X.509[10] PKI system, the certifi-
cate storage service is provided by a repository that supports protocols for users to
store and retrieve directory information; the protocol used most commonly here is the
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)[23]. Thecertificate status information
(CSI)service communicates the validity status of certificates. Acertificate is typically
considered as “valid”, “revoked”, or “unknown”. Classicalapproaches to CSI includes
periodically updated data structures such as acertificate revocation list (CRL)[10], and
online protocols such asonline certificate status protocol (OCSP)[17].

2.1 Certification Path Discovery

The user who tries to validate a certificate is referred to asrelying party. A certificate
validation service handlescertification paths, sequences of certificates representing a
trust path to the certificate of interest. In such a sequence,the issuer of the first certificate
is called atrust anchor; a trust anchor is an entity the relying party trusts by default.
The last certificate in the sequence is called thetarget; the target certificate is the one
that the relying party is trying to validate. In a path, consecutive certificates are linked



together by having thesubjectof the previous certificate match theissuerof the next
certificate.

A certificate validation service is composed of two stages: certification pathdis-
coveryand certification pathvalidation.The latter stage is well-established. RFC3280
defines an algorithm to validate a certification path. Basically, the algorithm examines
each certificate in the path to decide if they satisfy all required conditions. Unfortu-
nately, the algorithm for actual construction of candidatecertification paths is not well
defined. Several issues affect the practibility and efficiency of the certification path dis-
covery process; we now consider some.

PKI Architecture. One critical issue is the increasing complexity ofPKI architec-
tures, a term we use to describe the organization of CAs and their trust relationships. A
typical PKI domaindefines a set of certification policies to manage certificatesfor its
local users. There could be severalcertification authorities(CAs)in the system issuing
certificates. These CAs may form a hierarchy having a root CA issuingCA certificates
for subordinate CAs who in turn issueend entity certificatesfor normal users. The root
CA is the common trust node for all subordinate CAs and users in this domain.

The introduction ofcross-certificationenables isolated PKI domains to efficiently
establish trust with each other. In cross-certification, CAs from different PKI domains
certify to each other, so that relying parties are able to establish trust paths for certifi-
cates in remote PKI domains without changing their trust anchor configuration. Further-
more,bridge CAsare introduced to bring structure and efficiency to cross-certification.
Bridges ease the job for ordinary CAs by handling PKI policies and other constraints
of cross-certification. Bridge CAs also help reduce the number of required certificates.
Without a bridge CA,N domains need up toN(N − 1)/2 cross-certificate pairs to es-
tablish trust with each other. A bridge CA reduces this number to N , where every CA
cross-certifies only with the bridge CA.

Currently, there are several bridge CAs in operation or in development. In the US,
theFederal Bridge CA (FBCA)[8] cross-certifies with more than eight Federal agency
PKIs. TheHigher Education Bridge CA (HEBCA)[9] facilitates electronic communi-
cations within and between educational institutions and Federal and state governments.
The SAFEbridge [20] sets up trust between members of the BioPharma Association
and other enterprise and government PKIs.CertiPath [3] is a commercially-managed
bridge CA connecting to enterprise PKIs of several aerospace companies.

The trends toward bridging and cross-certification hasten the emergence of a global
PKI architecture. However, this architecture creates new challenges for certification
path discovery; algorithms must construct a path by traversing different PKI domains,
dealing with different PKI policies and handling differentprotocols.

An algorithm to build certification paths within a PKI architecture can choose one
of two directions: theforward direction(from the target to trust anchor) and thereverse
direction(from the trust anchor to the target). The field has seen some debate on which
direction is the best for certification path discovery. It appears that the forward direction
is mostly appropriate for hierarchical PKIs. We assert thatthe choice not only depends
on the topology of the PKI architecture, but also on other issues, such as the availability
of resources that allow the algorithm to locate the appropriate certificates.



Directories store certificates using tuples of the form(name, attribute),
wherename refers to the identity andattribute describes the type of object re-
lated to this identity. There are several types of attributes useful for certificate retrieval.
The directory usescACertificateattribute to store all certificates issued to the CA by the
CAs in the same domain anduserCertificateattribute to store all certificates issued to
the end entity. ThecrossCertificatePairattribute has two elements. ItsissuedToThisCA
element stores all certificates issued to this CA including the ones by the CAs in remote
domains. ItsissuedByThisCAelement may contain a subset of certificates issued by this
CA to other CAs. All objects in the directory are indexed by the name and the attribute.
The response to the retrieval request will return a list of objects that satisfy the criteria.

Several private certificate extensions can be used to indicate how to access services
related to the certificate. TheAuthority Information Access (AIA)indicates how to ac-
cess services by the issuer of the certificate. We can use AIA to specify the address
of the directory where users can retrieve directory entriesfor the issuer. The AIA can
also specify a list of CAs that have issued certificates to this issuer. Similarly,Subject
Information Access (SIA)extension indicates how to access services by the subject of
the certificate. Although properly defined, these directoryattributes and certificate ex-
tensions are not fully populated in practice. This makes it difficult for the discovery
algorithm to locate appropriate certificates for the path building procedure.

Optimizations. Often, the discovery algorithm faces choice of branches when build-
ing a candidate path in the certificate topology. Several optimization techniques have
been proposed to help reduce wrong choices in order to speed up the process. For in-
stance, checking signatures and revocation status early can help eliminate bad certifi-
cates early, rather than after we have used them to build a candidate path. However,
trade-off exists, since the algorithm spends extra time andresource for these opera-
tions. Another approach is to prioritize branches to maximize the chance of sucessful
discovery. For instance, theCertificate Path Library (CPL)[4] used by theCertificate
Arbitrator Module (CAM)[21] defines a list of criteria to set priorities for branches.

We realize that many of the optimizations deserve more careful evaluation. Recall
that in X.509 certificates, the issuer and subject are uniquely identified by theirdistin-
guished names (DNs). DNs are an ordered list of naming attributes. Each attribute is
called aRelative Distinguished Name (RDN). The usage of RDNs tend to be meaning-
ful to the local PKI system. One may declare that certificatesthat match more RDNs
between the subject DN and the issuer DN should have priority. In other words, the
algorithm expects that the issuer and the subject of a certificate in the local PKI do-
main have similar distinguished names, and the algorithm prefers to stay in the local
PKI domain. It is unclear how effective this optimization isin practice. This is yet an-
other reason why we need a systematic way to evaluate it as well as other proposed
optimizations.

3 Related Work

Prior research has analyzed certification path discovery using small examples. Elley
et al. [6] stated that optimizations in path construction are valuable. They presented
a comparison of two directions for path building (forward vs. reverse), analyzed the



advantages and disadvantages of each approach, and concluded that building in the re-
verse direction is often more effective than building in theforwarding direction. Lloyd
published a white paper [15] that discussed options for effective and efficient certifica-
tion path construction algorithm. He specifically pointed out that the forward direction
is best suited for hierarchical trust models and the reversedirection is best suited for
distributed trust models; he also suggested that building in both directions and meeting
in the middle might be a good approach. Russell et al. analyzed the performance issues
for constructing and validating long certification paths incross-domain PKI systems,
and proposed the concept of virtual certificates and synthetic certificates to avoid re-
constructing and re-verifying certification paths [19]. Unlike these studies, we quantify
the performance of the algorithm and evaluate different building options using simula-
tion. (Our work also has the side-effect of producing a simulation tool that can be used
for subsequent analyses as well.)

Some researchers have tried systematic approaches to evaluate PKI systems. Iliadis
et al. presented a mechanism-neutral framework for the evaluation of CSI mechanisms
[11, 12]. The authors proposed a complete evaluation framework that consists of man-
agement, performance, and security criteria. This generalpurpose framework can be
used to evaluate many different types of CSI systems. Unfortunately, this system fails
to provide quantitative analysis.

Simulation was used for CSI system evaluation too.Årnes implemented a simula-
tion to evaluate certificate revocation performance [1]. His simulation model contains
a set of simulation input and output variables, and the models used these variables to
compute intermediate variables. However, the simulation models are strictly controlled
by formulas. The network environment and user activities are not included.

Muñoz et al. implemented CERVANTES, a testbed for certificate validation [16].
This is a Java platform that allows researchers to develop and test their own “real”
revocation systems and to analyze the temporal behaviors. The model makes a few as-
sumptions about configurations, including population size, latency, and connectivity.
The testbed is configured with a CERVANTES server and a few clients generating sta-
tus checking requests. This testbed approach is more realistic than the simulation model
by Årnes in that it has real implementations and it takes into account the network envi-
ronment. However, it is limited by the scale of experiments.

4 PKI Simulation Framework

We design and implement a simulation framework that is capable of modeling PKI pro-
tocols and services in network environments. We focus on realizing several important
features for this simulation framework—power, flexibility,and scalability.

The framework should bepowerful to model various PKI protocols such as cer-
tificate issuance, revocation, and validation. It should handle different types of network
topologies and environments. It should also include different user activities, since PKI
systems involve both computer systems and users.

The framework needs to beflexible to allow users to add new simulation models of
protocols and configurations easily. For this purpose, we design the simulation frame-
work using modules to provide flexible interface for model users to model their own



protocols. Several basic modules serve as the building blocks. These modules provide
flexibility to improve the functionality easily.

We also need the simulation framework to bescalableto handle large-scale network
environments, large relying party populations, large number of certificates, and compli-
cated certificate topologies. For this purpose, we design the simulation framework to
allow modeling using different levels of abstratctions.

Given these modeling requirements, we useSSFNet[18], the Java-based network
simulator, to build the framework. SSFNet is good at modeling large-scale networks. It
is able to model protocols at packet level as well as at the higher levels. TheDomain
Modeling Language (DML)[5] provided by SSFNet is a powerful tool to configure a
variety of protocol behaviors. Furthermore, the modular design of SSFNet allows us to
add more modules for PKI protocols.

The simulation framework models major services by a general-purpose X.509 PKI
system. There are five primary components: certificates, storage and retrieval services,
CSI services, PKI architectures, and certificate validation services. Each of these com-
ponents is implemented as an independent module with a flexible interface. The simula-
tion implements basic functionalities. At the high level, the PKI simulation framework
consists of four major components—PKI Data, PKI Entities, PKI Protocols, and Net-
work Topology. Each component is a module that provides a setof configurations that
allow users to specify the behaviors and parameters.

The PKI Data module specifies data forms used in a PKI system. We implement
certificates and CRLs. The PKI Data module provides a flexiblelevel of abstraction for
modeling. It can be as detailed as the certificate/CRL fields defined by X.509 profile. At
the other extreme (when model users do not care about the contents in a certificate/CRL
at all), the “length” parameter can be used to model the entire data structure.

The PKI Entities module manipulates PKI data. The module has built-in support
for three basic PKI entities—relying parties, CAs, directories.

TheRelying Partysubmodule fulfills any task by end entities in a PKI system, in-
cluding requesting certificate issuance, requesting certificate revocation, retrieving data
from a directory, and validating certificates. Relying parties may have a local cache to
store the retrieved certificates and CRLs. Furthermore, onerelying party submodule
can model common features as well as differences of entire relying party population in
a PKI domain. Thus one relying party module may represent many relying parties at a
time.

TheCertification Authoritysubmodule models basic functionality by a CA, such as
issuing certificates, manipulating data in directories, and validating certificates.

TheDirectorysubmodule models the database of certificates and CRLs; it supports
data access protocols such as LDAP. The database grants read-only privilege to rely-
ing parties and full privilege to CAs on their own data. The directory model supports
several popular directory attributes:cACertificate, userCertificate, crossCertificatePair,
andCertificateRevocationList.

The activities or behaviors of PKI entities are configured and controlled by thePKI
Protocols module. We have identified four categories of protocols—issuing certificates,
revoking certificates, storing and retrieving certificates, and validating certificates. We
have implemented their basic functions In SSFNet, each hostcontains aprotocol graph
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Fig. 1. The demonstration of example protocol graphs for each type of PKI entity. The
basic communication protocol is LDAP.

representing the network protocols that are supported by the host. Fig. 1 illustrates
typical types of hosts in this framework and typical supported protocols. Advanced
protoocls for issuing, revoking, and validating certificates rely on the LDAP client pro-
tocol.

The PKI protocol module models protocol behaviors and produces the resulting
performance overhead. In our implementation of LDAP, for instance, the LDAP client
can send LDAP requests to corresponding LDAP server to request data. This procedure
also produces related performance data such as network latency and the amount of
transmitted data.

Finally, all PKI protocols operate with the help of theNetwork Topology module.
Model users can use DML to configure any type of network topology. We suggest a star-
shaped network topology that can be easily scaled to a large number of PKI domains.
The network is centered around a number fully connected routers running inter-domain
routing protocol, BGP. They establish the “routing core”. The routing core connects all
the PKI domains in. Each PKI domain forms a subnetwork with its own administration
policies.

Within one PKI domain, users may configure any type of networktopology with
the choice of PKI-related entities and protocols. For demonstration purpose, we use
a simple configuration. In each PKI domain, one directory serves the entire PKI do-
main. Multiple CAs share this directory. One relying party represents the relying party
population in the PKI domain. All PKI entities are directly connected with the border
router.

Monitoring and Measurement. In order to measure performance of PKI protocols
and activities in the simulation framework, we design a set of monitoring options for
monitoring a simulation run. Model users can turn on a subsetof the options to observe
the desired types of behavior. Current implemented optionssupport five types of events:
(1) LDAP states; (2) LDAP data sending and receiving; (3) timer setting and expiration;
(4) directory data changes; and (5) message sending and receiving.

Limited by space, we omit3 the detailed list of monitoring operations in this report.
Basically, model users can print output in ASCII form or store it as a binary record.
We design the records to cover as much information as possible. Model users can use

3 Full details can be found in [24].



such measurement data to produce meaningful results, such as the number of requests,
the timing of requests, the data size for each request, and the network delay for each
request.

5 Evaluating Certification Path Discovery

PathBuilderis a special model for evaluating certification path discovery. PathBuilder
models the behavior of the algorithm and relies on the PKI simulation framework to per-
form network activities. This section discusses the designof PathBuilder and presents
the performance results.

5.1 PathBuilder Model

In designing the PathBuilder model, we need to take into account several important
issues. PathBuilder should be able to model the trials and errors that occur during cer-
tification path discovery. Furthermore, PathBuilder should handle large-scale models, a
variety of building optimizations, and user activities.

The PathBuilder module is part of theCert Validator protocol, a new pro-
tocol model that handles the certificate validation process. In the protocol graph of a
host, it resides on top of the LDAP Client. There are four primary modules in the Path-
Builder: the Certificate Topology module, the Search Tree module, the Build Options
module, and the Monitoring module. The Search Tree module isthe central component.
The Certificate Topology and Building Options modules configure the behavior of the
Search Tree module. The Monitoring module handles the experimental output produced
by the Search Tree module.

Certificate Topology.TheCertificate Topologymodule is shared by all PathBuilder
instances. It configures the complete certificate topology.A PathBuilder instance may
configure its own partial view of the certificate topology, which is decided by the local
certificate cache of the host.

Search Tree.The Search Treemodule is the central focus in our design. As we
have discussed in Sect, 2, the certification path discovery process is similar to exploring
a graph. In fact, we can use a search tree to represent all choices that the algorithm has
when traversing the certificate topology. The root is the start point of path building. Each
branch in the tree represents a certificate. A candidate certification path (if it exists) is a
path in the tree that connects the root with a leaf. The certification path building is the
procedure that the algorithm walks in the tree to find this path. On reaching a node in the
search tree, the algorithm retrieves certificate information either from the local cache
or from the remote directories. The latter case involves LDAP requests and responses,
which thus introduce network latency and data transmissionoverhead.

Following this logic, we model the procedure of building a certification path in four
phases: constructing a search tree, assigning probabilities on branches, tree walking
with probability, and generating LDAP requests.

In phase one, the model generates a search tree based on the configuration para-
meters: trust anchors, target, and the building direction.The algorithm may construct a



search using aforward search treerooted at the issuer of the target or areverse search
treerooted at the relying party’s trust anchors.

In phase two, the model assigns probabilities to each branchin the tree; the proba-
bility on a branch represents the likelihood that that certificate is chosen as the next step
in the tree walk. Unless we are considering prioritizing thebranches, each child branch
from an internal node has equal probability to be chosen.

The third phase is the actual tree walking process. This process is the depth-first-
search that chooses branches according to their probabilities. At each step, the model
randomly chooses a branch based on the assigned probabilities.Available branches have
positive probability assignments. Once one branch is chosen, its probability is set to zero
so that it won’t be considered in the future; consequently, the model needs to adjust the
probabilities of the remaining branches to maintain their priority relation. This process
ends when a candidate certification path is found or when the entire tree is explored. In
the case where multiple candidate certification paths exist, any one of them satisfies the
termination condition.

In the last phase, the log of tree walking is sent to the Monitoring module. The model
also translates this log into a sequence of LDAP requests, either for CA certificates or
for cross-certificate pairs. For the certificates that do notexist in local cache of the
relying party, the model passes a request list to the LDAP client protocol, which then
executes these requests and produce corresponding performance measurement.

Build Options. Our Build Optionsmodule handles build options: criteria to distin-
guish branches and change the way the probabilities get assigned. There are a variety of
build options, each of which has its own properties and features. Our analysis indicates
that we need to model them case by case. For one example, the CAM implementation
requires that certificates matching more RDNs within the issuer DN and the subject
DN have priority. We denote this option as theRDN matching option. Using the RDN
matching option, the model assigns positive probabilitiesto the branches with the high-
est matching number. The rest of the branches all have zero probability.

Monitoring. The Monitoring module outputs any types of events related to Path-
Builder. There are mainly three types of events: (1) search tree statistics, such as tree
size, tree height, etc.; (2) LDAP retrieval activities; and)3) performance, such as net-
work latency and amount of data transmission.

5.2 Experiment Configurations

In this section, we present simulation experiments that usethe simulation framework
and PathBuilder module to evaluate the certification path discovery algorithm. The ex-
periment settings contain a set of configurations of the simulation model and a new
protocol module that invokes the certificate path building processes.

Certificate Topology We design a certificate topology based on both current state
and future directions of PKI deployment. To the best of our knowledge, this certificate
topology is the first systematic attempt to model the emerging global PKI architecture.
It is also the largest simulated PKI architecture model, andexpresses the current major
efforts in building a bridge-to-bridge environment for PKIsystems. The configured
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Fig. 2.The configured certificate topology for experiments. The topology is a combina-
tion of current deployment and future plans. Each CA with a self-issued certificate can
be treated as a trust anchor. The unique ID for each CA is the tuple: (domainID, caID).
We assign an index number to each CA in the model for simple implementation.

PKI architecture models 5 bridge CAs, 51 PKI domains with 103ordinary CAs, and 30
million certificate users over 13 countries.

The certificate topology for our experiment is illustrated in Fig. 2. We use the four
principal bridge CAs (FBCA, HEBCA, SAFE, and CertiPath) as the central piece in our
experimental certificate topology. We configure the implemented or prototyped cross-
certification relationships between them. We also added theU.S. Higher Education Root
(USHER)[22], a large sector CA in development. These bridge CAs havecross-certified
with many PKI domains for government agencies, institutions, and enterprises. Our
configuration is mostly based on the current deployment situation. We have obtained
complete data about FBCA and government agency PKI systems that cross-certify with
FBCA. For systems that we could not get information for, we approximate each as a
simple hierarchy that has one root CA. We use the same strategy to configure architec-
tures of other PKI domains.

Besides PKI systems in the United States, we also try to modelthe connections to
the PKI systems in other countries. EuroPKI [7] is currentlya root CA in Europe that
connects many PKI systems from several countries. We model it as a bridge CA in our
certificate topology to further expand the scale and to predict that PKI systems in Europe
may cross-certify with FBCA in the future. We also expand thetopology to cover PKI
development in South America. The PKI domain number 35 shownin Fig. 2 is the
current Brazilian PKI system for all government agencies and enterprises [2]. This PKI
system may cross-certify with HEBCA in the future. Finally,the certificate topology
is configured with DNs of CAs. They are partially configured using the collected data.
The configuration of user population size is based on the combination of measurement
data and random assignment.



Configuring PKI Simulation Framework We use the simplest network configura-
tion to minimize the impact of network protocols on the certification path discovering
process. Each PKI domain has one router, one directory, and one relying party sending
out certificate validation requests. For these path-building experiments, all certificates
are configured statically. As one Relying Party module models the entire relying party
population in a PKI domain, we use the configured local preference rate to generate ran-
dom target certificates for the experiments. Each relying party has one trust anchor—its
root CA in local PKI domain.

5.3 Performance Results

In this section, we evaluate performance of certification path discovery by comparing
building directions and building options. We conduct the simulation experiments with
10 runs. The standard deviation of experiment results is less than 5%. Thus, the mean
value is sufficient for presentation.

Forward vs. Reverse.Table 1 compares the performance by building directions. In
terms of search tree properties, the reverse search trees are significantly larger. Experi-
ments show that the average tree size is doubled. And the reverse search trees are flatter
according to the path length measurements. Overall, forward search trees are more ef-
ficient than reverse search trees. This result is reasonablegiven that the experimental
certificate topology is mostly hierarchical except in the center where bridge CAs are
cross-certified with each other. The forward direction encounters only one choice when
exploring a hierarchy from a leaf to the root. On the other hand, the reverse direction
needs to handle many branches going from the root to a leaf.

Both directions generate similar number of LDAP requests for one target certificate.
In some cases, the forward direction fails to retrieve certificates from the cACertificate
attribute, then tries to search for issuedToThisCA elementof a cross-certificate pair.
Thus, one tree walk step may need two LDAP requests. Nonetheless, the forward di-
rection still out-performs the reverse direction. The network latency and the amount of
data transmission is smaller for the forward direction.

Property Forward Reverse
avg_tree_size 31.3 69.1
avg_num_leaf 26.9 55.9
max_path_len 3.9 4.9
min_path_len 2.8 2.3
avg_path_len 3.6 3.7

Property Forward Reverse
# LDAP requests 36.2 40.0
# retrieved CA certs 18.2 0
# retrieved x-cert pairs 81.5 152.8
building delay 7.7 s 9.1 s
data size 89.8KB 122.19KB

Table 1. Properties and network performance of the forward search tree vs. reverse
search tree.

Local Preference.In this set of experiments, we vary the local preference ratein
the range of 0.2 to 0.9. We found that for both building directions, the performance
overheads decrease linearly as the local preference rate increases. This makes sense.
Local targets require shorter certification paths. If thereis only one CA in the PKI
domain, the issuer of the target is the same as the relying party’s trust anchor.
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Fig. 3.Network performance by each certification path building process.

Fig. 3 illustrates the performance results for network operations. We notice that the
reverse direction leads to slightly more data transmissionand longer network latency,
although the resulting number of LDAP requests is similar tothe forward direction. On
average, the reverse direction requires about 16% to 24% more data transmission. The
reverse direction relies on retrieving cross-certificate pairs. LDAP server will respond
with all certificates issued to and issued by a CA. In general,the returned amount is
larger than retrieving data using only cACertificate attribute.

RDN Matching Option. Next, we examine how the RDN matching option helps
to improve performance, especially for the reverse direction. Limited by our collected
data, the certificate topology does not have a configured distinguished name for every
entity. We thus assume that the RDN match value is zero if there is no DN for either the
issuer or the subject.

Fig. 4 shows the impact of the RDN matching option. The RDN matching option
helps in reducing the number of retrieved cross-certificatepairs for the reverse direc-
tion. The average 11% improvement suggests that the RDN matching option helps the
reverse direction by avoiding some CAs with a large number ofbranches. Thus, the al-
gorithm spends less time in exploring hierarchies from the root to the target. However,
the RDN matching option does not reduce the amount of data transmission significantly.
The amount of data in each cross-certificate pair retrieval response is still a leading fac-
tor. On the other hand, the RDN matching option has no noticeable impact on path
building in the forward direction. The forward direction only encounter branch choices
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when dealing with bridge CAs. These CAs typically have completely different DNs and
RDN elements. The RDN matching option cannot reduce the number of choices.

Overall, simulation experiments with the RDN matching option have shown that it
can help speed up the certification path building process in the reverse direction. The
improvement is limited, however; the forward direction is still more efficient.

6 Discussions

Using our simulation models, we have just scratched the surface in understanding the
performance of certification path discovery. Yet, we have made some important obser-
vations. In this section, we discuss these observations andfurther make suggestions on
efficient certification path discovery.

First, the performance difference from building directionheavily depends on the
architecture of certificate topology. The emerging global PKI contains a few bridge
CAs and a number of hierarchical PKI systems. This architecture favors the forward
direction. In practice, we suggest that the algorithm should use the forward direction as
much as possible. To further make the tree walk process more effective, we suggest that
relying parties set their trust anchors close to the edge of their local domains.

The hierarchical structure of local PKI domains favors any approach if it explores
the local PKI domains bottom to top. We suggest that buildingthe certification path in
both directions and meeting in the middle may be the best choice. This approach not
only maximally takes advantage of the hierarchies, but alsosignificantly reduces the
number of branches to explore when the algorithm is working in the center area of the
certificate topology where multiple bridge CAs cross-certify with each other. Starting
from both the target and the trust anchor, the algorithm quickly reaches the center area
from both directions. At this point, the algorithm has dicovered two neighbor sets that
may possibly contain several bridge CAs. By comparing thesetwo neighbor sets, the
algorithm may be able to discover the common node or the direct link between them
quickly.

How does the algorithm decide when to pause for meeting? There are several ap-
proaches. One approach is to examine the DNs. The sudden change of similarity in
DNs indicates that the algorithm may have just crossed the boundary of a PKI domain.
Or, the algorithm looks for self-issued certificates, typically issued by the root CA of
a hierarhical PKI domain. In general, the algorithm has a fairly good sense on when it
crosses the boundary.

Second, we observe that a building optimization as simple asthe RDN matching op-
tion can help improve performance if buiding in the reverse direction. The savings come
from the reduced number of cross-certificate pairs retrieved from directories. Besides
the RDN matching option, there are many other possible optimizations. In general, if the
reverse direction is necessary, any build option that helpsreduce the number of choices
when exploring the certificate topology can significantly improve the performance. For
instance, Elley et al. [6] suggested that name constraints and policy processing are two
important optimizations. We expect these optimizations may reduce the network latency
as well as the amount of transmitted data.



Lastly, the relying parties’ certificate usage patterns significantly affect the perfor-
mance. The simple criterion of local preference rate shows this difference. We suggest
that deployer of the algorithm obtain a good understanding of the certificate usage pat-
tern. If relying parties make frequent requests regarding validating certificates in remote
domains, the deployer may need to explore approaches to minimize the performance
impacts. For instance, one can choose to carefully deploy certificate caches to store cer-
tificates and revocation information as much as possible. Weshould also try to maintain
the maximal availability of these caches to relying parties. Smart organization of the
information in the cache can help too. For instance, CoreStreet implemented an online
certificate validator that is able to return a sequence of certificates that may lead to the
most efficient certification path in Federal PKI systems [13].

7 Conclusions

In conclusion, we use simulation to evaluate performance ofcertification path discov-
ery. We have implemented a simulation framework suitable for performance studies
of general-purpose PKI systems. It provides facilities to model data structures, enti-
ties, protocols, and large-scale network environments. Classical X.509 PKI services
are implemented in the framework. The flexible interface of this framework enables
researchers to evaluate new protocols or services in the simulated environment. We de-
sign a novel search tree model to simulate certification pathdiscovery. Probabilistic tree
walking is an effective technique to model a variety of algorithm options.

In our performance study, we examined several example algorithm options and their
impact on performance. Given the current situation of PKI deployment and our exper-
imental results, we suggest that building certification path in both the forward and re-
verse directions is the best choice. We also have shown that choosing certificates smartly
can help improve algorithm efficiency significantly.

We are just getting started on understanding the performance of PKI services in
complicated systems. In the future, we plan to extend the experiments to quantify the
performance of the “meet-in-the-middle” approach and to explore more algorithm op-
tions, such as name constraints and policy mappings. We willalso examine the algo-
rithm in more realistic environments, e.g., varying numberof LDAP servers for each
domain, allowing the certificates to be issued or revoked dynamically, configuring more
trust anchors for each relying party, or allowing relying parties cache some certificates
and certificate status information. In the long run, we can use the simulation framework
not only for performance evaluation, but also for other purposes, such as risk analysis.
The framework can be used to model attacking scenarios and risk management system
to help us understand the security of current PKI design.
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